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‘Log4j’ – The Nightmare
before Christmas
This month it was been discovered that hundreds of
millions of devices around the world could be exposed
to a newly revealed software vulnerability called
“Log4j”.
Log4j is one of the most popular logging libraries used
online, by companies like Apple, IBM and Amazon as
well as popular apps and websites. It gives software
developers a way to build a record of activity and as it
is free and open source it touches almost every part of
the internet.
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Due to the wide usage of the software and the fact
that the vulnerability potentially gives hackers easy
access to a company’s entire network, this has been
characterised as ‘one of the most serious flaws’ in
security, ever.
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Log4j: What to Know. What to Do.
And How to Stay Ahead
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Market Insights

Log4Shell – The Evolution of an
Exploit

Log4j: What to Know. What to Do.
And How to Stay Ahead

Vectra details its monitoring of Log4Shell and plots
its evolution over time.

The Cyber Ark blog team tells us what we need
to know about Log4j and six identity security best
practices that organisations should follow to stay safe.

Read article

Read article

Industry reactions to Log4Shell
Vulnerability

Log4shell is now undergoing active
exploitation

Andrew Howard, CEO of Kudelski Security, among
other industry professionals add their take to the
developing Log4j vulnerability and how we can
mitigate similar problems in the future.

Criminals continue scanning for the Log4shell
vulnerability, and they’ve moved from cryptojacking
to ransomware installation to data theft. McAfee
Enterprise and FireEye’s Principal Engineer and Head
of Advanced Threat Research offers his take.

Read article
Read article

Defend Against Log4j Exploits

The Next Wave of Log4J Attacks
Will be Brutal

ExtraHop reveals the remediation and detection
required to see potential Log4j exploits, and how their
software can detect it moving forwards
Read article

Senior Threat Researcher Sean Gallagher from Sophos
along with others, discuss what could lie ahead with
the Log4j vulnerability, and how it could be much
more serious.
Read article
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